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For additional information, please refer to most recent National Occupational Classification (NOC)
Canada published by Statistics Canada, available on http://www.statcan.gc.ca/.
Identify all deliveries of this or a comparable program that have been or are currently offered at
Fanshawe (including CE and/or Regional Campuses):
Describe deliveries:
Proposed program launch date: Fall 2015 – international cohort only
Proposed intake(s):

☒ Fall ☐ Winter ☐ Spring ☐ Other:

Number of students in first intake: 15
Length of program:
 Number of semesters:2
 Semester length in weeks:15
 Total program hours: 600

2.0

Program delivery
(check as many as
apply)

☒ Web-facilitated (face-to-face) ☐ Blended ☐ Online
☐ Fast-track ☐ Accelerated
☐ Collaborative ☐ Weekend
☐ Other

Co-op program

☒ No
☐ Yes
☐ Experiential co-op (required to graduate)
☐ Mandatory co-op (not required to graduate but fee is mandatory)
☐ Optional co-op (not required and fee only charged if students opt in)

Executive Summary
Include the following information (600 words maximum):
a) Program overview, length, credential, description and suggested delivery options.
b) Explain how this program is aligned with the indicated program area of strength and/or growth.
(150 words recommended maximum)
c) Local, regional, provincial and/or national fit/competition
d) Links to further educational opportunities
e) Student and labour market demand/support for the program; job opportunities for graduates
f) Resources required
This program is aimed at providing the student a better understanding of the testing paradigms and
methodologies associated with Information technology and Software development. Information Systems
Testing involves a balanced understanding of Software and Hardware, Quality Assurance methodologies,
Project Management approaches and Business Analysis techniques. As a comprehensive program, this
graduate cert will be broad in nature, but ready students for the in-demand field of quality assurance and
Quality Control.
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As an essential component of any business solution, Information systems testing ensures the
development of effective and scalable applications. Software testing ensures that solutions satisfy the
specific design requirements, as well as identifies inherent deficiencies. As a key member of a
technology team, whether it be Research and Development or Information technology, the information
systems tester is invaluable to the production of sustainable and supportable product releases.
Scope of the curriculum would include testing methods, documentation practices, quality control
practices, security testing and potentially reliability and scalability testing. It would also include learning in
software development methodologies, test phases, usability testing, functional and non-functional testing,
security and penetration testing, integrations, qualifications and use case analysis. Upon completion, the
graduate would have the skills necessary to perform quality assurance software/information systems
testing to their organization, as a key member of the team.
Students will develop their practical skills through the use of both manual and automated testing
practices in a mix of lab and laptop based courses. Students will develop the critical thinking,
multitasking, and problem-solving skills necessary to manage the operational needs of the testing
industry of varying size and complexity. They will also enhance their leadership and interpersonal skills,
and develop strategies for working within a software development teams.
Target market for this program will be students who have graduated with a degree in Computer Science
and/or diploma in Computer Systems Technology/Technician, Computer Programming Analyst or similar
program. Working professionals who may want to take this program on a part-time basis would also be
welcome. This program will also assist in addressing the increasing demand of International students for
IT post-graduate certificates. This program will allow us to offer an advanced program to be paired with
the Information Security Management program. This will provide two consecutive one year graduate
programs, which are sought after by the International students. The recruiters in India have indicated that
this will be very attractive to the International audience and we also think that because it is a different and
more advanced skill set from our diploma programs that we will draw domestic interest.
Graduates will build skills useful with numerous sectors (software design, games design, help desk,
business analysis, management consulting and customer help) within the information technology industry
and will gain practical experience in one or more of those sectors. They will be equipped with the
knowledge and skills required to assume quality assurance testing roles and ultimately management
positions in the technology industry.
The program will be delivered in a web-enhanced/face-to-face environment within the Fanshawe School
of Information Technology over a period of 2 levels (semesters).

3.0

Academic Programming and Quality Assurance
3.1

Program Vocational Learning Outcomes

3.2

Essential Employability Skills Learning
Outcomes
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Score: ___/25
See Appendix A: Form 1 –
Program Vocational Learning
Outcomes.
See Appendix A: Form 2 Essential Employability Skills
Outcomes.
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3.3

Program Description

3.4

Course Descriptions

3.5

Relationship to Professional or
Licensing Bodies

See Appendix D: Regulatory
Status Form.

3.6

Curriculum Design and Delivery

See Appendix E: Curriculum

See Appendix B: Program
Description.

See Appendix C: Program
Curriculum.

a) Provide rationale for curriculum design, including work
Map - Program VLOs and
EESOs.
integrated learning (if appropriate):
1. Alignment with program vocational learning
outcomes
2. Alignment with essential employability skills outcomes
3. Suitability for target populations(s)
b) Indicate where and how existing courses may be included in this new program.
c) Provide rationale for delivery methods (e.g., face-to-face, blended, online, fast track,
accelerated, collaborative, weekend), including work integrated learning (if appropriate):
1. Alignment with program vocational learning outcomes (industry expectations)
2. Alignment with essential employability skills outcomes
3. Suitability for target populations(s)
This program will be fully web facilitated as the target for this program is initially international students
and will be offered in a face-to-face and blended format.
1. and 2. Face-to-face and blended course delivery was chosen to address the interactive nature of many
of the program learning outcomes and essential employability skills Face-to-face course delivery allows
students to interact with real customers or instructors to observe and evaluate how their students implement
testing procedures in a variety of settings.
3. International students are interested in programs that offer face-to-face or blended instruction that allow
them to study in Canada. These students require in-class training so that they can meet the residency
requirements for obtaining a work visa here in Canada.
It is anticipated that this program will be of interest to domestic students who are working in the quality
assurance and systems testing areas and who would like to enhance their knowledge and skills to better
prepare them to move within their organization or to take advantage of other job opportunities. Additional
delivery options (i.e. weekend delivery, online) may be considered at a later time.

3.7

Research and Innovation
a) Describe how research and innovation will be included in the program (Policy 2-B-02).
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Research and Innovation components will be built into the curriculum and learning activities. Fanshawe is
in a unique target market to take advantage of the variety of industry technology partners that London
has to offer. The curriculum has been constructed to expose students to venue tours with a research
component. There is also an opportunity for industry partners to work directly with students by proposing
problems or real-life case studies as projects for students to work on. Students would then have an
opportunity to present their answers or findings to the industry partners. This program will also have a
capstone project requiring extensive research in the form of a test execution plan designed to simulate a
real world scenario.

4.0

Fit of Program
4.1

Score: ___/25

Gap Analysis
a) How is the program similar to or different from existing programs at the College?
b) What impact will this program have on existing programs at the College? Does the proposed
program provide additional breadth to our program offerings, or does it add specific
disciplinary depth (i.e., Would this program be part of a cluster of like programs?)?
c) Are there similar programs being offered at colleges, universities or private institutions
provincially, nationally and/or internationally? If yes, provide profile of key competitors
including location and a brief description and how they differentiate themselves.
d) How else is the industry need being met if not provided in the options listed in c) above (e.g.
regulatory body or in-service training)?
e) What makes this program unique from similar existing programs?
If the existing/proposed program is similar to others, consideration will be given to
whether the program has differentiating features. For example, whether the
existing/proposed program proposes innovative delivery methods, focuses on teaching
and learning or specific student population(s), and builds on niche areas of program
and/or research strength (Ministry Policy Guide for Applying for Ministerial Consent;
2014, p. 3).

This new program is new to the College. While testing is an inherent part of some courses in the
Computer Programmer Analyst programming, formal education on the topics does not exist there. As a
holistic program aimed at the education of testing inside technology organizations, the core testing
curriculum in this program will be supplemented by curriculum from the business school. This will enable
students to gain a comprehensive understanding of the workplace, in addition to learning a strong testing
competency.
What sets this new program apart from the existing programs in the School of Information Technology is
the creation of a skillset not currently focused upon here at Fanshawe, yet commonly found in the
technology industry.
This new program will add breadth and depth to the existing program offerings in the School of
Information Technology. As a Graduate Certificate, this program will provide more in-depth instruction,
with a specialized focus on the requirements of software and systems testing. By incorporating Graduate
Certificate level management curriculum from the School of Business, this program will provide breadth
to the curriculum offered by the School of Information Technology. The Computer Programmer Analyst
program focuses on software development whereas the Software and Information Systems Testing
program partners well with this, providing students with the opportunity to explore quality assurance roles
while seeking entrance to a technology focused organization.
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Industry need has traditionally been met by in house training, as well as programmers, architects and
business analysts accepting test roles (outside of their expertise). However, programming such as this
proposed Software and Information Systems Testing program will help to address the employment gap,
providing qualified students for these roles.
No similar offerings have been identified in the Ontario College system. Nationally, NAIT offers a
Continuing education program, although it is somewhat lighter in scope. Montreal College has a 6 month
Diploma in Software Testing and Quality Assurance. Internationally, Memphis University, Bellevue
College and Villanova University (online) offer certificates in the field.
As this new program is not similar to any local offerings, it will provide readily deployable skills to
graduate students seeking entrance into the Technology industry in Ontario, as well as those wishing to
change careers.

4.2

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

Please complete this table with the three most recent years of published data* for similar programs at
your college only (minimum one, maximum three). Similar programs may include programs at the same
or different credential levels, and transfer opportunities. Please add additional rows as needed.
*KPIs are to be calculated in accordance with the methods prescribed by MTCU. KPIs are based on graduates of MTCU approved
full-time postsecondary programs whose funding status is shown in the graduate record layout as MTCU operating grant, Co-op
Diploma Apprenticeship or Second Career, and who were surveyed by telephone.
** Employment Rate = (number of survey respondents employed Full-time or part-time, related or unrelated) / (number of survey
respondents in labour force)
*** Employment Rate in a Related Field = (number of survey respondents employed Full-time or part-time, related) / (number of
survey respondents in labour force)
Program
MTCU
Code

MTCU Title

Information Security
Management

73002

Academic Year Of Graduation

20132014

20122013

20112012

Graduate Count

68

14

24

Employment Rate**

25

43

17

Employment Rate in a Related Field***

56

71

67

Academic Year Of Graduation

20132014

20122013

20112012

Graduate Count

57

28

37

Employment Rate**

79

86

73

Employment Rate in a Related Field***

87

95

73

Academic Year Of Graduation

20132014

20122013

20112012

Graduate Count

38

35

Employment Rate**

63

69

Employment Rate in a Related Field***

85

96

Program
MTCU
Code

MTCU Title

Computer Programmer
Analyst

60503

Program
MTCU Title

Project Management

MTCU
Code

70207
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Additional explanation/information that contextualizes the KPI outcomes above, such as student demand
or labour market analysis, may be provided. (400 words recommended maximum)
The programs above are all heavily dependent on international students as will the proposed program.
The graduates from the Computer Programmer Analyst program will fill similar entry level jobs in
comparable companies and work in similar teams as graduates from the Software and Information
Systems Testing graduate certificate.

How many other colleges within your region are approved for funding to offer programs in this same
MTCU code?
None this will be a unique offering in the area.
*Please refer to the APS-MTCU Table available on the CAAT Extranet Site, in the Programs Section, for
a complete list of programs approved for funding through the College Funding Framework, at
http://caat.edu.gov.on.ca/ (user name: caatsite; password: 900Mowat).

4.3

Partnerships Supporting New Program
a) List any new internal or external partnerships that may develop if this program were to be
delivered.
b) What, if any, alliances are possible to reduce costs, increase speed to market and increase
market coverage?
c) How are the external stakeholders willing to support the proposed program? (check as many
as apply)

☒
☐
☒
☒
☐

Continuing on Advisory Committee

☒ Teach a course

Provide placement or experiential learning (e.g. co-op, field placement, mentorship)
Present as a guest speaker
Research (project, partnership etc.)

☐ Provide a tour
☐ Donation, Scholarship, Award

Other:

Testing is a global activity, with practices occurring in any organization that builds technology solutions
using software and/or hardware. As such, Information Systems Testing and Quality Assurance groups
are in abundance, including the American Society for Quality (ASQ).

4.4

Pathways to and from Proposed Program and Programs
a) Drawing on the gap analysis, are any program pathways anticipated or under negotiation to
and/or from this program (internal and external)? If yes, describe how the existing/proposed
program supports student mobility.
The Ministry will consider whether the program offers students options for transfer from
other programs/institutions and to other programs/institutions. In addition, the Ministry
will consider the applicant’s credit transfer agreements, if applicable, and interinstitutional collaboration more generally. (Ministry Policy Guide for Applying for
Ministerial Consent; 2014, p. 6)
b) Describe any special features of this pathway (e.g., laddering, bridging).
c) How does this program fit into the provincial and national credit transfer framework? (ONCAT,
BCCAT, ACAT, NBCAT)?

Centre for Academic Excellence
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a) and b) The new program will offer a pathway for students who graduate from any of the Diplomas
offered in the School of Information Technology: Computer Systems Technician, Computer Systems
Technology, Computer Systems Analyst, Interactive Web Design. Graduates of those programs at
Fanshawe College or other equivalent Diplomas or Degrees from another education institution.
Fanshawe’s international in-country recruiters from India and China have indicated that there is potential
for the development of articulation agreements with Information Technology Institutions in their countries.
The School of Information Technology will work with those international recruiters to establish and
develop those pathways.
c) The School of Information Technology will seek to better understand those frameworks and what they
may offer for this program.
Graduates of a large number of college and university IT programs would meet the admission
requirements of this program.

4.5

How will this program help support the College’s enrolment growth strategy?

This program is in line with the Strategic Mandate Agreement of the collage as the program falls within
the Information Technology area of Institutional Strength and has elements of Business, Management,
Leadership and Entrepreneurship and Information Security that the college has identified as areas of
growth.
Goal 1: Grow enrolment by 15% over 5 years to support local, regional, provincial and national
requirements for skilled labour and post-secondary training.
This program will assist in growing enrollment by bringing in an estimated 15 new international students
by the Fall 2015 term, and an additional 15 students for the Winter 2016 intake. An enrollment target of
24 students per intake is anticipated to be reached within the first 3 years of the program.
Goal 3: Provide a premier learning, student life and career preparation experience within the Ontario
College system.
This program is designed to provide students with different types of experiential learning throughout the
entire program.
Fanshawe Colleges' commitment to the Information technology field is evident by a community-supported
$66 million dollar investment in a downtown campus which will be ideally situated near many industry
partners and employment opportunities.

5.0

Demand for Program

Score: ___/25

5.1 Student Demand
a) Provide evidence to validate student demand or societal need and student demand. (e.g.
Student surveys, enrolment summaries and growth trends for similar programs, system
enrolments and projected growth, or demographic projections for relevant sub populations)
b) Indicate which student populations are most likely to be attracted to the program:
Persona Groups

☐ Direct
☒ Non-direct
Centre for Academic Excellence
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☒ International
☐ Other (identify):
c) Include an assessment of whether this program will draw students away from existing College
programs or complement existing programs.
Discussion and meetings with staff from the International Office at Fanshawe College as well as the incountry recruiters indicate international students have expressed a strong interest for this program, and
that incoming students are likely to be highly successful in the program.

5.2

Labour Market Demand
a) Provide evidence to validate employment demand from some or all of the following:
1. Trend data (employment trends for related employment)
2. Feedback from and support of the College/Program Advisory Committee
3. Feedback from external stakeholders
4. Other data sources (e.g., London Economic Development Corporation)
5. Letters of employer support (attached as appendix)

Discussions with the LEDC indicate that there is a great demand for qualified testing staff. Titles include
“software engineer in test”, “Quality Assurance specialist” and many others. The labor market projections
show a 13% increase in demand for this type of occupation in Ontario and 21% increase in Canada.
Related NOC codes 2172 – Database analysts and data administrators, 2171 Information systems
analysts and consultants and 2173 – Software engineers and designers are eligible occupations for
immigration.

6.0

Feasibility of Program
6.1

Score: ___/25

Multi-Year Enrolment Projections (headcount)
2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

Ongoing

42

57

64

72

74

Year One***
Year Two
Year Three
Year Four

Number of
12
25
28
32
35
Graduates
Total
Enrolment
***Please note: This program has two intakes per year. Please refer to the Proforma/NPV for
details on student counts per semester.
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6.2

Human Resources
a) Include staffing plan for program, up to and including full implementation.
1. Estimate the staffing requirements that are above the existing HR complement.
2. Would there be any changes to current staffing arrangements in order to implement
this new program?
3. Would there be any additional training needs?
b) Student Services
1. What other Learner / Student Success Services are required?

Initially, one new full-time professor will be required to teach in this program or replace a professor from
another program within the School of Information Technology with the additional courses supplemented
with non-full-time faculty. Where appropriate, faculty would cross over from the diploma level programs in
computer systems technology, computer programming and business. This program will additionally
require a faculty member to perform coordinator duties.
Students will be connected to Fanshawe Services such as Student Success (through the Student
Success Advisor in the School of IT) and the International Office as required. Students will be
encouraged and supported in the development of their co-curricular record. Support of international office
and ELI for language and cultural awareness will also be available to international students.

6.3

Ministry Funding

6.4

Tuition Fees

See Appendix F: Program
Delivery Information (PDI) Form
to Calculate Program Funding
Parameters.

Approved Postsecondary (APS) Program MTCU Table
 Wt - Program Weight for funding purposes: __1.30_____
 FU - Program Funding Units for funding purposes: ___1.00_____
 Proposed annual tuition fee: $__12,600________
 Fees:

Regular

Yes _x____

No _____

High Demand

Yes __x___

No _____

 What tuition and ancillary fees are being charged by other colleges for similar
programs?

6.5

Program Resources
a) Capital requirements
1. Specify the capital requirements required for startup of all levels.

Centre for Academic Excellence
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2. Estimate the capital requirements for ongoing delivery of the program (up to the 5th
year).
3. Specify the amount of capital investment required to implement this program that is
beyond your existing capital allotment. If this exceeds $1.5 Million, also the source
of these funds.
4. Specify the type of equipment and infrastructure enhancements needed to
operationalize delivery of the program (electrical upgrade, water, eye wash station,
fume hood, etc.).
5. Identify special lab amenities/attributes (functional requirements noted in 6.5 a) that
impact 6.5 b)).
This program will not require that new facilities be built, but will make use of existing classrooms and
computer labs (assuming available capacity). The majority of curriculum in this program will be held in
laptop classrooms.

b) Space requirements
See Appendix G: Detailed
1. Will this program require renovations to
Course Delivery
existing space? If yes, describe.
2. Will this program require additional space? If yes, describe.
3. Will this program require designated space? If yes, describe.
4. Specify the size, type and attributes of classrooms and/or dedicated labs.
This course is not expected to require facility renovations. We will require lab and laptop classroom
space for these students. This space does not need to be permanent, although servers will need to be
readily and physically accessible for some classes.

c) Computing requirements
1. Identify any computers or related hardware devices that are to be funded:

☐ Desktop Computer ☒ Laptop ☐ Notebook ☐ Tablet
☒ PC based ☒ MAC ☒ IOS ☒ Android ☐ Other:
2. Identify any connectivity requirements that are to be funded:

☐ Permanent Hardwire ☐ Pluggable e.g. Laptop ☐ Wireless ☐ Hi-speed
☐ Other:
3. Identify any data storage requirements that are to be funded (excluding FOL):

☐ Local Hard Drive ☐ Area Server ☐ Central Server ☒ Cloud
☐ Other:
4. Identify any software requirements and version:

☒ Office Professional Plus ☐ Office Project Professional
☐ Office Proof ☐ English ☐ French ☐ Spanish
☒ Office Publisher ☒ Office Visio
☒ Silverlight
Centre for Academic Excellence
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☐ Other:
5. Estimate the computing requirements required for startup of all levels.
6. Estimate the computing requirements for ongoing delivery of the program (up to the
5th year).
7. What are the implications for existing IT architecture given program size, delivery
format and computing requirements?
8. Does existing IT infrastructure allow this program to be offered as proposed? If no,
what is required?
9. What are the software licensing fees (one time and annual)?
10. Is there a requirement to purchase enabling technologies (clickers, SMART Boards,
etc.)? If yes, describe.
11. Can the proposed hardware and software run on the College’s networks? If no,
describe what is required.
12. What are the online registration, e-learning and FOL requirements?
13. Are there specific IT staff support needs for the program? If yes, describe.
There is no extra specific IT staff support required to facilitate this program.
Students will be required to register for their courses through the online registration system. In keeping
with the e-learning policy of the college, all courses will have an e-learning component that will be
accessed through Fanshawe Online.
Software licensing for labs includes a test suite for automation and results, as well as a cloud based bug
tracking solution (possibly JIRA)
Additional IT Lab servers will be required. Space exists for these servers in the SharcNet room on the
first floor of the G building. Although no extra power requirements are currently identified, the IT
department will be partnered with to provide verification.
Non-functional testing (one of the proposed courses) covers stress and load testing (i.e. how much traffic
or stress can a system take before it exhibits failure symptoms). As the test tools for this activity create a
significant amount of network traffic, isolated networks or are required. Fortunately, these environments
are already in place in G2014. As such, no additional network or lab rooms are required.
For some of the labs, traffic may also be contained though the use of virtualization. This approach is
currently already successfully used as a teaching tool in the Information Security Management Program.
By creating virtual computing environments inside of the student’s laptop, no network impact occurs in
the lab environment.
Smart boards are highly recommended for lectures.

d) Learning Resources - Include collections and/or online resources required.
No additional resources will be needed from the Library.

e) Marketing Plan - Outline marketing strategies that will assist in reaching the appropriate
student populations for this program.

Centre for Academic Excellence
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It is anticipated that R&BM recruiters will promote this new program when recruiting domestic students.
Graduate and Professional studies. Digital and traditional marketing campaigns as well as Google
AdWords will also be launched. University and Graduate Recruitment fairs and the Fanshawe Open
House will also be used to recruit students into the program.
The International office will also be recruiting international students to this program through the use of incountry recruitment agents and local visits to target countries such as India and China.

6.6

Budget for Program - (multi-year)
a) Quantify any estimated spending
requirements that are above your existing budget.
b) Outline any budgetary assumptions.
c) What was the outcome of your funding calculation?

See Appendix H: Multi-Year
Budget Projections with Net
Present Value (NPV).

It is anticipated that we will need $22,000 for curriculum development. No additional equipment costs are
expected for this program.
The NPV @ 8% is $768,426

6.7

Alternative Sources of Funding
a) Are there alternative sources of funding for this program (e.g., donations, repurposing,
partnerships)?

No additional sources of funding have been identified at this time

Centre for Academic Excellence
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APPLICATION FORM FOR PROGRAM PROPOSAL
A. Funding Request: This proposal will be sent to the MTCU for Approval for Funding.
☒Yes
☐No
B. College Name: Fanshaw College
C. College Contact(s): Person responsible for this proposal.
Name: Jim Edwards
Title: Chair, School of Information Technology
Telephone: 519‐452‐4430 ext. 4629
E‐mail: jwedwards@fanshawec.ca

Name: Click here to enter text.
Title:
Telephone:
E‐mail:

D. Proposed Program Title: Software and Information System Testing
E. Proposed Credential: Please select one (1).
☐Local Board Approved Certificate
☐Ontario College Certificate
☐Ontario College Diploma
☐Ontario College Advanced Diploma
☒Ontario College Graduate Certificate
F. Program Maps (Appendix A): Please complete and attach the two (2) Program Maps.
Form 1‐ Vocational Program Learning Outcomes
Form 2‐ Essential Employability Skills Outcomes
G. Program Description (Appendix B): Please complete and attach the Program Description
Form.
H. Program Curriculum (Appendix C): Please complete and attach the Program Curriculum
Form.
I. Regulatory Status Form (Appendix D): Please complete and attach the Regulatory Status
Form.
J.

Date of Submission to CVS: Click here to enter a date.

FOR CVS USE ONLY

K. Date of CVS Response: Click here to enter a date.
L. CVS Validation Decision:
☐Proposal Validated. APS Number:
Reason:
☐Proposal not Validated.
Reason:
M. CVS Signature:
Send the completed form and required appendices to: belfer@ocqas.org. For detailed information on how to complete the
Application Form for Program Proposal, please refer to the Instructions for Submission of Program Proposal document at
www.ocqas.org.

1|Page
Ontario College Quality Assurance Service (OCQAS)
CVS Application Form for Program Proposal
Revised January 13, 2015

INTRODUCTION
The process established by the Credentials Validation Service (CVS) is designed to be a
streamlined, seamless, effective, and efficient process that will allow colleges to submit and
receive validation requests and decisions in a timely manner. The document with the
instructions to complete this form (CVS Instructions for Submission of Program Proposal) is
available to all colleges on the OCQAS website (www.ocqas.org).

2|Page
Ontario College Quality Assurance Service (OCQAS)
CVS Application Form for Program Proposal
Revised January 13, 2015

F. PROGRAM MAPS (APPENDIX A): Form 1 ‐ Vocational Program Learning Outcomes
Provincial Vocational Program Outcomes
☐ Provincial Program Standard, or
☐ Provincial Program Description
MTCU code:
There is no comparable program where VLO’s are
compatible with proposed program, therefore none
included here.

Proposed Program Vocational Learning Outcomes

1. Design and prioritize test protocols by using
established techniques and application of core
software testing principles to analyze both
functional and non‐functional specification
requirements at all test levels for systems with a
low to medium level of complexity.

2. Develop test cases to verify system functionality
and individual components of the system
architecture taking into consideration the
various test levels such as component,
integration, system, acceptance, and among the
various test types such as functional, usability,
and regression.

Course Title / Course Code

Code for Testing/INFO‐6XXX
End User Experience
Testing/INFO‐6XXX
Test Methodologies/INFO‐
6XXX
Use Case Analysis/INFO‐6XXX
Automated Test Tools/INFO‐
6XXX
Capstone Project/INFO‐6XXX
IS Security Testing/INFO‐6XXX
Non‐Functional Testing/INFO‐
6XXX
End User Experience
Testing/INFO‐6XXX
Test Methodologies/INFO‐
6XXX
Project Management/MGMT‐
6084
Capstone Project/INFO‐6XXX
3|Page

Ontario College Quality Assurance Service (OCQAS)
CVS Application Form for Program Proposal
Revised January 13, 2015

3. Test, verify, and evaluate procedures to assess
software quality and improve software
performance taking into consideration of all the
conditions, circumstances, and influences
surrounding and affecting the testing of
software.

4. Interpret, create, and present work‐related
documents, incident reports, test plans and
related information effectively and accurately in
order to document possible defects observed
during testing.

System Design/INFO‐6XXX
Non‐Functional Testing/INFO‐
6XXX
Code for Testing/INFO‐6XXX
End User Experience
Testing/INFO‐6XXX
Test Methodologies/INFO‐
6XXX
Use Case Analysis/INFO‐6XXX
Automated Test Tools/INFO‐
6XXX
Capstone Project/INFO‐6XXX
IS Security Testing/INFO‐6XXX
Non‐Functional Testing/INFO‐
6XXX
Advanced Professional
Communications/COMM‐1019
Code for Testing/INFO‐6XXX
End User Experience
Testing/INFO‐6XXX
Test Methodologies/INFO‐
6XXX
Use Case Analysis/INFO‐6XXX
Project Management/MGMT‐
6084
Capstone Project/INFO‐6XXX
4|Page
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5. Collect, analyze and supplement data with
metrics, graphs and charts and other pictorial
representations which help the developers and
users interpret that data.

6. Manage software quality assurance and
software testing projects according to current
project management principles and practices.

7. Devise testing protocols for specialized
technologies such as web application testing,
mobile application testing, cloud base
applications, testing within an Agile framework
and DevOps application testing.

Non‐Functional Testing/INFO‐
6XXX
Advanced Professional
Communications/COMM‐1019
End User Experience
Testing/INFO‐6XXX
Test Methodologies/INFO‐
6XXX
Capstone Project/INFO‐6XXX
System Design and
Analysis/INFO‐6XXX
Advanced Professional
Communications/COMM‐1019
Test Methodologies/INFO‐
6XXX
Project Management/MGMT‐
6084
Automated Test Tools/INFO‐
6XXX
Capstone Project/INFO‐6XXX
Code for Testing/INFO‐6XXX
End User Experience
Testing/INFO‐6XXX
Test Methodologies/INFO‐
6XXX
Automated Test Tools/INFO‐
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6XXX
Capstone Project/INFO‐6XXX
IS Security Testing/INFO‐6XXX
Non‐Functional Testing/INFO‐
6XXX
System Design and
Analysis/INFO‐6XXX

Add additional rows as required to complete the mapping exercise.
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F. PROGRAM MAPS (APPENDIX A): Form 2 – Essential Employability Skills Outcomes
Skill Categories
Communication

Numeracy

Defining Skills

Essential Employability Skills Outcomes

Course Title / Course Codes

Skill areas to be demonstrated by the
graduates

The graduate has reliably demonstrated the ability to:

(As indicated in Appendix A)










communicate clearly, concisely, and correctly
in the written, spoken, and visual form that
fulfils the purpose and meets the needs of the
audience

Advanced Professional
Communications/COMM‐1019
End User Experience Testing/INFO‐
6XXX
Use Case Analysis/INFO‐6XXX
Project Management/MGMT‐6084
Capstone Project/INFO‐6XXX



respond to written, spoken, or visual messages
in a manner that ensures effective
communication

Advanced Professional
Communications/COMM‐1019
End User Experience Testing/INFO‐
6XXX
Use Case Analysis/INFO‐6XXX
Project Management/MGMT‐6084
Capstone Project/INFO‐6XXX



execute mathematical operations accurately

Code for Testing/INFO‐6XXX



Reading
Writing
Speaking
Listening
Presenting
Visual Literacy

Understanding and applying
mathematical concepts and
reasoning
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Skill Categories

Defining Skills

Essential Employability Skills Outcomes

Course Title / Course Codes

Skill areas to be demonstrated by the
graduates

The graduate has reliably demonstrated the ability to:

(As indicated in Appendix A)



apply a systematic approach to solve problems

Code for Testing/INFO‐6XXX
Use Case Analysis/INFO‐6XXX
Project Management/MGMT‐6084
Automated Test Tools/INFO‐6XXX
Capstone Project/INFO‐6XXX
Non‐Functional Testing/INFO‐6XXX



use a variety of thinking skills to anticipate and
solve problems

Code for Testing/INFO‐6XXX
Test Methodologies/INFO‐6XXX
Use Case Analysis/INFO‐6XXX
Project Management/MGMT‐6084
Automated Test Tools/INFO‐6XXX
Capstone Project/INFO‐6XXX
IS Security Testing/INFO‐6XXX
Non‐Functional Testing/INFO‐6XXX



locate, select, organize, and document
information using appropriate technology and

Advanced Professional
Communications/COMM‐1019



Critical Thinking
& Problem
Solving

Information
Management










Analysing and using numerical
data
Conceptualizing
Analysing
Synthesizing
Evaluating
Decision‐making
Creative and innovative thinking

Gathering and managing
information
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Skill Categories

Defining Skills

Essential Employability Skills Outcomes

Course Title / Course Codes

Skill areas to be demonstrated by the
graduates

The graduate has reliably demonstrated the ability to:

(As indicated in Appendix A)





Inter‐personal







information systems

Selecting and using appropriate
tools and technology for a task
or a project
Computer literacy
Internet skills

Team work
Relationship management
Conflict resolution
Leadership
Networking



analyse, evaluate, and apply relevant
information from a variety of sources



show respect for the diverse opinions, values,
belief systems, and contributions of others

Project Management/MGMT‐6084
Capstone Project/INFO‐6XXX
IS Security Testing/INFO‐6XXX
Non‐Functional Testing/INFO‐6XXX
System Design and Analysis/INFO‐
6XXX
Advanced Professional
Communications/COMM‐1019
End User Experience Testing/INFO‐
6XXX
Use Case Analysis/INFO‐6XXX
Capstone Project/INFO‐6XXX
Non‐Functional Testing/INFO‐6XXX
System Design and Analysis/INFO‐
6XXX
Advanced Professional
Communications/COMM‐1019
Project Management/MGMT‐6084
Capstone Project/INFO‐6XXX
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Skill Categories

Personal

Defining Skills

Essential Employability Skills Outcomes

Course Title / Course Codes

Skill areas to be demonstrated by the
graduates

The graduate has reliably demonstrated the ability to:

(As indicated in Appendix A)



interact with others in groups or teams in ways
that contribute to effective working
relationships and the achievement of goals

Advanced Professional
Communications/COMM‐1019
Project Management/MGMT‐6084
Capstone Project/INFO‐6XXX



manage the use of time and other resources to
complete projects

Project Management/MGMT‐6084
Capstone Project/INFO‐6XXX



take responsibility for one’s own actions,
decisions, and consequences

Advanced Professional
Communications/COMM‐1019
Project Management/MGMT‐6084
Capstone Project/INFO‐6XXX






Managing self
Managing change and being
flexible and adaptable
Engaging in reflective practice
Demonstrating personal
responsibility
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G. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION (APPENDIX B)
Program Description
Provide a brief description of the program, similar to what might be used as, or found in, advertising or a calendar
description.
This program is aimed at providing the student a better understanding of the testing paradigms and methodologies associated with
Information technology and Software development. Information Systems Testing involves a balanced understanding of Software and
Hardware, Quality Assurance methodologies, Project Management approaches and Business Analysis techniques. As a comprehensive
program, this graduate cert will be broad in nature, but ready students for the in‐demand field of quality assurance and Quality Control.

Laddering Opportunities
Provide a brief description of known laddering into and from the proposed program, e.g. certificate to diploma, diploma to
degree, apprenticeship to college, diploma to apprenticeship, college to college, diploma to college degree, etc.
The new program will offer a pathway for students who graduate from any of the Diplomas offered in the School of Information
Technology: Computer Systems Technician, Computer Systems Technology, Computer Systems Analyst, Interactive Web Design.
Graduates of those programs at Fanshawe College or other equivalent Diplomas or Degrees from another education institution

Occupational Areas
Provide a brief description of where it is anticipated graduates will find employment.
Graduates will build skills useful with numerous sectors (software design, games design, help desk, business analysis, management
consulting and customer help) within the information technology industry and will gain practical experience in one or more of those
sectors. They will be equipped with the knowledge and skills required to assume quality assurance testing roles and ultimately
management positions in the technology industry.

Proposed Program Vocational Learning Outcomes
Provide the list of the proposed program vocational learning outcomes. These outcomes should be listed, verbatim as they
appear in Appendix A‐ Form 1.

The graduate has reliably demonstrated the ability to:
1. Design and prioritize test protocols by using established techniques and application of core software
testing principles to analyze both functional and non‐functional specification requirements at all test
levels for systems with a low to medium level of complexity.
2. Develop test cases to verify system functionality and individual components of the system architecture
taking into consideration the various test levels such as component, integration, system, acceptance, and
among the various test types such as functional, usability, and regression.
3. Test, verify, and evaluate procedures to assess software quality and improve software performance taking
into consideration of all the conditions, circumstances, and influences surrounding and affecting the
testing of software.
4. Interpret, create, and present work‐related documents, incident reports, test plans and related
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information effectively and accurately in order to document possible defects observed during testing.
5. Collect, analyze and supplement data with metrics, graphs and charts and other pictorial representations
which help the developers and users interpret that data.
6. Manage software quality assurance and software testing projects according to current project
management principles and practices.
7. Devise testing protocols for specialized technologies such as web application testing, mobile application
testing, cloud base applications, testing within an Agile framework and DevOps application testing.
Admission Requirements
Identify the Admission Requirements for the program.
Admission Requirements
A Two‐ or Three‐Year College Diploma, or a Degree
OR
Acceptable combination of related work experience and post‐secondary education as judged by the College to be equivalent to the
above
2.

Recommended Academic Preparation:

Previous business or IT post‐secondary education and/or training and/or work experience.
3.

English Language Requirements:

Applicants whose first language is not English will be required to demonstrate proficiency in English by one of the following methods:
•A Grade 12 College Stream or University Stream English credit from an Ontario Secondary School, or equivalent, depending on the
program's Admission Requirements
•Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) test with a minimum score of 570 for the paper‐based test (PBT), or 88 for the Internet‐
based test (iBT), with test results within the last two years
•International English Language Testing System (IELTS) test with an overall score of 6.5 with no score less than 6.0 in any of the four
bands, with test results within the last two years
•Canadian Academic English Language (CAEL) test with an overall score of 70 with no score less than 60 in any of the four bands, with
test results within the last two years
•An English Language Evaluation (ELE) at Fanshawe College with a minimum score of 75% in all sections of the test, with test results
within the last two years
4.

Applicant Selection Criteria:

Where the number of eligible applicants exceeds the available spaces in the program, the Applicant Selection Criteria will be:
1.Preference for Permanent Residents of Ontario
2.Receipt of Application by February 1st (for Fall 15) (After this date, Fanshawe College will consider applicants on a first‐come, first‐
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served basis until the program is full)
3.Achievement in the Admission Requirements
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H. PROGRAM CURRICULUM (APPENDIX C)
Semester

Course Code/ Course
Title
(As indicated in Appendix A)

General
Education
Course

Total
Course Description
Course
Hours

(indicate
with an X)

1

COMM‐6019/ Advanced
Professional
Communications

60

1

INFO‐6XXX/ Code for
Testing

60

This course focuses on refining and advancing
students' communication abilities, from a
workplace perspective, such that they prepare
and demonstrate use of professional
communication competencies to succeed in
the present day business environment. The
advanced communication tools and strategies
learned include presentation skills, research of
current issues, business document writing,
meeting and management team strategies,
business etiquette, and compilation of a
professional career portfolio. Students learn
about interpersonal communication, including
monochromic and polychromic cultures,
managerial communication techniques, and
adaptive messaging in the workplace.
Throughout the course, students demonstrate
proficiency in group dynamics to reflect a
workplace environment. This course requires
students to engage in an online environment
to complete assignments and communicate in
group meetings.
This course will examine the practices and
procedures related to implementing test
methodologies inside of software
development projects. The curriculum will also
prepare the student to write external test
scripts, used for the execution of test
procedures against target systems and
solutions.
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1

INFO‐6XXX/ End User
Experience Testing

45

1

INFO‐6XXX/ Test
Methodologies

45

1

INFO‐6XXX/ Use Case
Analysis

45

1

MGMT‐6084/ Project
Management

45

Usability and successful solution interaction is
a key deliverable in any solution. Students of
this course will learn the development of test
cases, execution plans, test reports, software
and hardware bug testing and Reporting, as
well as different methods used in end user
testing, including exploratory, usability and
agile testing.
Software Testing plays a major role in the
readiness of software for sales and
deployment. This course introduces the
student to a myriad of quality assurance
methodologies, including black‐box, white‐
box, grey‐box, unit and other testing methods.
Documenting Business behavioural and
functional requirements is a key component of
the business analysis and testing process.
Students studying this course will learn the
fundamentals of Use Cases descriptions,
diagraming and UML. Outputs of these
documents include Software requirement
Specifications, Traceability Matrices and
reporting.
This course introduces the essentials of the
project management discipline and prepares
students to manage project teams, project
schedules, budgets and quality requirements.
Students learn the process of analyzing,
creating and managing a functional project
plan and the various project management
processes for managing and controlling a
project through to fruition. This course brings
all of the Project Management Institute (PMI)
knowledge areas of project management
together into a consolidated whole, and gives
the student an understanding of project
management methodologies as well as the
tools and techniques used to plan, execute and
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2

INFO‐6XXX/ Automated
Test Tools

45

2

INFO‐6XXX/ Capstone
Project

90

2

INFO‐6XXX/ IS Security
Testing

60

2

INFO‐6XXX/ Non‐
Functional Testing

60

2

INFO‐6XXX/ System
Design and Analysis

45

control various types of projects.
Continual upgrade and improvement are
normal business occurrences in software and
systems solutions. Students of this course will
learn the skills necessary to develop test
automation solutions. The program will
include a survey of the various solutions
available, as well as implementation of test
automation.
As a culminating group project, students will
work on a simulated software project,
providing Use Cases, Systems Analysis, Test
Strategy, Test methodologies (functional and
non‐functional), Test Case documents, results,
and test plans.
Students will examine the industry best
practices, certification bodies and tools related
to IS Security testing. This course will also
inform the student of risks in Web and e‐
Commerce deployments.
The Non‐Functional Testing course provides
students with an understanding of the best
practices to support the non‐functional testing
of information systems and technology. The
course covers the five main quality
characteristics of performance, security,
usability, dependability and supportability.
Students in this course will learn the key
concepts of Information Systems Design and
Development, as well as requirements
development, using UML. UML modelling,
SDLC and AGILE approaches as well as
diagramming are involved.
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Add additional rows as required to complete the curriculum chart.
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I. REGULATORY STATUS FORM (APPENDIX D)
Please complete the following:
There IS a legislative requirement that program graduates must be certified or licensed by a
regulatory authority to practice or work in the occupation
☐ Mandatory recognition of a regulatory authority exists and is being sought.
(Please refer to Section A below‐ Mandatory Regulatory Requirements)

There IS or IS NOT a voluntary (i.e., not required by legislation) licensing or certification for
entry to practice in the profession or trade.
☐ YES
☒ NO
☐ Voluntary recognition of a regulatory authority IS being sought.
(Please refer to Section B below‐ Recognition by Voluntary Association)
☐ Voluntary recognition is NOT being sought*.
Please explain why: Click here to enter text.
*Note: There may be titling implications for programs that are not seeking recognition in an area
where existing programs have secured recognition.
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A. MANDATORY REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
Where licensing or certification is required by legislation for entry to practice in the profession
or trade, the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities requires that colleges ensure that
their programs will meet the requirements of the regulatory body in order to be approved for
funding.

Name of regulatory authority:
Status (please select ALL that apply)
☐ Accreditation or approval by the regulatory authority / designated third party received.
Date of recognition:
☐ The college is working toward accreditation with the regulatory authority/ designated
third party.
Describe current status of application:
Expected date of recognition:
☐ The regulatory authority does not accredit educational programs directly or through
designated third party. Formal acknowledgement (e.g. in its published or legislated
registration requirements) that the program graduates will be eligible to write any required
certifying or registration exam(s) or that the program is otherwise recognized for the
purposes of certifying or registering a graduate is being sought.
Please submit an acknowledgement and/or evidence from the regulatory authority
regarding the status of the recognition.
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B. RECOGNITION BY VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATION
Colleges may choose to have a program accredited or recognized by a voluntary membership
organization or association. Graduate eligibility for association recognition or adherence to
standards imposed by the body is a recommendation and not a requirement for program
funding approval by the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities.

Name of voluntary association:
Status (please select ALL that apply)
☐ The college is working toward recognition.
Describe current status of application:
Expected date of recognition:
☐ Recognition has been received.
Date of recognition:
Type of recognition (e.g. accreditation, graduates eligible to write membership exams, etc.):
☐ The association does not recognize educational programs directly or through designated
third party. Formal recognition (e.g. in its published requirements) that the program
graduates will be eligible to write any required certifying or registration exam(s) or that the
program is otherwise recognized for the purposes of certifying or registering a graduate is
being sought.
Please submit an acknowledgement and/or evidence from the regulatory authority or
voluntary association regarding the status of the recognition.
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APPENDIX E – Program Outcomes – Curriculum Map

PROGRAM MAPPING (Name of Program)

2. Develop test cases to verify system functionality and individual components of the
system architecture taking into consideration the various test levels such as component,
integration, system, acceptance, and among the various test types such as functional,
usability, and regression.
3. Test, verify, and evaluate procedures to assess software quality and improve software
performance taking into consideration of all the conditions, circumstances, and influences
surrounding and affecting the testing of software.
4. Interpret, create, and present work-related documents, incident reports, test plans and
related information effectively and accurately in order to document possible defects
observed during testing.
5. Collect, analyze and supplement data with metrics, graphs and charts and other
pictorial representations which help the developers and users interpret that data.
6. Manage software quality assurance and software testing projects according to current
project management principles and practices.
7. Devise testing protocols for specialized technologies such as web application testing,
mobile application testing, cloud base applications, testing within an Agile framework and
DevOps application testing.
TOTAL # OF OUTCOMES EVALUATED BY EACH COURSE
GM = General Education (mandatory) G = General Education (elective)

ACADEMIC CHAIR: Jim Edwards
Date Completed: January 26, 2015

INFO-6XXX - Non-Functional
Testing

1,2

1,2

1,2

1

2,3

3

1

1,2

2

2

1,2

2

1,2

2

3

2
3

2

1

1

3

3

3

4

6

7

4

5

Analysis of Mapping Results:

# OF COURSES
EVALUATING THE
OUTCOME

INFO-6XXX - IS Security
Testing

1,2

MGMT-6084 - Project
Management

2

INFO-6XXX - Test
Methodologies
INFO-6XXX - Use Case
Analysis

1,2

1

INFO-6XXX - Systems Design

INFO-6XXX - Capstone
Project

2,3

1,2

NB - Only indicate the outcomes that are Taught & Evaluated (TE or TRE) in a course
PROGRAM COORDINATOR:

2,3

1,2

1

4

3

1,2

1

1,2

2

INFO-6XXX - End User
Expereince Testing

1. Design and prioritize test protocols by using established techniques and application of
core software testing principles to analyze both functional and non-functional specification
requirements at all test levels for systems with a low to medium level of complexity.

INFO-6XXX - Coding for Test

The graduate has reliably demonstrated the ability to: (Source: MTCU
Code )

COMM-6019 - Advanced
Communications

1 - Introductory
2 - Intermediate
3 - Advanced

LEVEL TWO

INFO-6XXX - Automated Test
tools

LEVEL ONE

PROGRAM VOCATIONAL LEARNING OUTCOMES

8

3

3

6

2

3

2

10

3

2

2,3

2

11

1

3

1

2

2

10

2

2

1

2

7

2

3

2

3

2

8

6

6

6

6

6

APPENDIX E – Program Outcomes – Curriculum Map

PROGRAM MAPPING (Name of Program)
INFO-6XXX - Automated
Test tools

5

0

7

6

4

7

5

5

3. execute mathematical operations accurately.

7

4. apply a systematic approach to solve problems.

5

5. use a variety of thinking skills to anticipate and solve problems.
6. locate, select, organize, and document information using appropriate technology
and information systems.
7. analyze, evaluate, and apply relevant information from a variety of sources.

4

4

6
4

4

6

5

4

5
4

6

7

5

6

6
5

4

# OF COURSES
SUPPORTING THE
OUTCOME

7

INFO-6XXX - Systems
Design

4

INFO-6XXX - NonFunctional Testing

6

The graduate has reliably demonstrated the ability to: (Source:
MTCU Code)

INFO-6XXX - Capstone
Project

MGMT-6084 - Project
Management

7

2. respond to written, spoken, or visual messages in a manner that ensures
effective communication.

7 = TRE
E = Evaluated

INFO-6XXX - Test
Methodologies

1. communicate clearly, concisely and correctly in the written, spoken, and visual
form that fulfills the purpose and meets the needs of the audience.

4=R
5 = RE
6 = TE
T = Taught
R = Reinforced

INFO-6XXX - End User
Expereince Testing

INFO-6XXX - Use Case
Analysis

INFO-6XXX - Coding for
Test

COMM-6019 - Advanced
Communications

INFO-6XXX - IS Security
Testing

LEVEL TWO

LEVEL ONE

PROGRAM ESSENTIAL EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS OUTCOMES

5

4

5

2
4

6

4

4

5

4

4

6

8. show respect for the diverse opinions, values, belief systems, and contributions
of others.

4

4

4

7

9. interact with others in groups or teams in ways that contribute to effective working
relationships and the achievement of goals.

6

6

6

3

6

5

3

10. manage the use of time and other resources to complete projects.
11. take responsibility for one’s own actions, decisions, and consequences.
TOTAL # OF OUTCOMES SUPPORTED BY EACH COURSE

5
7

3

4

3

Analysis of Mapping Results:
PROGRAM COORDINATOR:
ACADEMIC CHAIR: Jim Edwards
Date Completed:

3

6
9

2

5
8

2
2

3

3

APPENDIX F
Program Delivery Information (PDI) Form to Calculate Program Funding Parameters
Total Hours Required per Student

Program title: Software and Information Systems
Testing

College: Fanshawe College

Indicate the number of hours that a student is required to spend in each instructional
setting in each semester or level of this program. All hours in all instructional settings
are to be noted.
Funded Instructional Settings*

Semester/Level
1
2
3

Classroom instruction

300

300

300

300

4

5

6

7

8

9

Total
600

Laboratory/workshop/ fieldwork
Independent (self-paced) learning
One-on-one instruction
Clinical placement
Field placement/work placement
Small group tutorial
TOTAL
Non-funded Instructional
Settings*

Semester/Level
1
2
3
4

Co-op work placement - Mandatory
Co-op work placement - Optional
TOTAL
*Definitions for each instructional setting can be found below.

5

6

7

8

9

Total

Appendix G: Detailed Course Delivery
Program: Software and Information Systems Testing
School: School of Information Security

Course Code

Course Name

Term:
Starting Year:

Hours

Weeks /
Term

Course
Status

No. of
Sections

Proposed
Section
Size

Course Delivery Space (hours distribution per week)
Classroom Laboratory

Level 1
COMM-6019
INFO-6XXX
INFO-6XXX
INFO-6XXX
INFO-6XXX
MGMT-6084

Advanced Communications
Coding for Test
End User Expereince Testing
Test Methodologies
Use Case Analysis
Project Management

60
60
45
45
45
45
300

15
15
15
15
15
15

Existing
New
New
New
New
Existing

1
1
1
1
1
1

20
20
20
20
20
20

4
2
1.5
2
3
3

Level 2
INFO-6XXX
INFO-6XXX
INFO-6XXX
INFO-6XXX
INFO-6XXX

Automated Test tools
Capstone Project
IS Security Testing
Non-Functional Testing
Systems Design

45
90
60
60
45

15
15
15
15
15

New
New
New
New
New

1
1
1
1
1

20
20
20
20
20

1
1
2
2
3

300

Dedicated Computer
Other
Space
Room
(describe)
2
1.5
1

2
5
2
2

Additional Comments
None

APPENDIX H - Multi Year Budget with Proforma Analysis and Net Present Value Rating
Program Name
Software and Information Systems Testing
Program type
Graduate Certificate
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Total

Incremental revenues
Grants:
- program name

Notes
1

n/a

Tuition:
- program name
Program Specific fee **

2,3,4
5

Other associated revenue
sub-total

Incremental expenses
Indirect salaries:
Admin/Support staff
Teaching salaries:
Full time - number required
- cost @ $132,264
Part time - hours per week req'd
- cost @ see below
One time costs - facilities
fitup/equipment
Other startup
Operating expenses
Capital expenses
sub-total

incremental cash inflows
CTO%

14,176

19,492

24,808

24,808

24,808

24,808

24,808

24,808

24,808

207,324

220,292
3,150

298,266
4,275

326,801
4,800

388,601
5,550

388,601
5,550

388,601
5,550

388,601
5,550

388,601
5,550

388,601
5,550

388,601
5,550

3,565,565
51,075

0
223,442

0
316,717

0
351,093

0
418,959

0
418,959

0
418,959

0
418,959

0
418,959

0
418,959

0
418,959

0
3,823,964

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
132,264
12
33,482
0
60,000
0
15,000
0

1
132,264
32
89,285

1
132,264
32
89,285

1
132,264
32
89,285

1
132,264
32
89,285

1
132,264
32
89,285

1
132,264
32
89,285

1
132,264
32
89,285

1
132,264
32
89,285

1
132,264
32
89,285

5,000
20,000

5,000
20,000

5,000
60,000

5,000
20,000

5,000
20,000

5,000
60,000

5,000
20,000

5,000
20,000

5,000
60,000

837,045
0
60,000
0
60,000
300,000

240,746

246,549

246,549

286,549

246,549

246,549

286,549

246,549

246,549

286,549

2,579,685

-17,304
-8%

70,169
22%

104,544
30%

132,410
32%

172,410
41%

172,410
41%

132,410
32%

172,410
41%

172,410
41%

132,410
32%

1,244,279

Net present value @ 8%

Notes:
1. Grant based on existing ISM program
2. Tuition based on existing ISM program
3. 20%/80% domestic/international enrolments assumed
4. Based on lvl 1 enrolment total of 15 per intake growing to 20
5. Software requirements

$768,426

1,322,640

INPUT FIELDS

Tuition - domestic lvl 1
(per term) lvl 2
lvl 3
lvl 4

$1,271.49
$1,271.49
$1,271.49
$1,271.49

Grant all levels
(per term)

$1,772.00

Program specific fee all levels

$75.00

Tuition - international lvl 1/2
(per term) lvl 3/4
lvl 5/6
lvlv 7/8

$6,180.00
$6,180.00
$0.00
$0.00

Enrolment split domestic
international
Part time / Partial load split %
hrly rate
(incl. ben's)

20%
80%
PT
PL
PT
PL

35%
65%
$73.70
$103.40
30

Number of weeks for PT/PL

YEAR 1
Enrolment table
level 1 - Fall
level 2 - Winter
level 1 - Winter
level

Program name
Domestic
3
2
3
0
8

Int'l
12
10
12
0
34

Tuition rates
level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

Domestic
1,271.49
1,271.49
0.00
0.00

Int'l
6,180.00
6,180.00
0.00
0.00

Domestic
1,772.00
1,772.00
1,772.00
1,772.00

Int'l
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Grant values

level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

15
12
15
0
42

YEAR 2
Enrolment table
level 1 - Fall
level 2 - Winter
Level 3 - Fall
Level 4 - Winter
level 1 - Winter
level 2 Fall
Level 3 - Winter

Program name
Domestic
3
3
0
0
3
2
0
11

Int'l
13
10
0
0
13
10
0
46

16
13
0
0
16
12
0
57

Tuition rates
level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

Domestic
1,271.49
1,271.49
1,271.49
1,271.49

Int'l
6,180.00
6,180.00
6,180.00
6,180.00

Domestic
1,772.00
1,772.00
1,772.00
1,772.00

Int'l
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Grant values

level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

YEAR 3
Enrolment table
level 1 - Fall
level 2 - Winter
Level 3 - Fall
Level 4 - Winter
level 1 - Winter
level 2 Fall
Level 3 - Winter
Level 4 - Fall

Program name
Domestic
4
3
0
0
4
3
0
0
14

Int'l
14
12
0
0
14
10
0
0
50

Tuition rates
level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

Domestic
1,271.49
1,271.49
1,271.49
1,271.49

Int'l
6,180.00
6,180.00
6,180.00
6,180.00

Domestic
1,772.00
1,772.00
1,772.00
1,772.00

Int'l
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Grant values

level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

18
15
0
0
18
13
0
0
64

YEAR 4
Enrolment table
level 1 - Fall
level 2 - Winter
Level 3 - Fall
Level 4 - Winter
level 1 - Winter
level 2 Fall
Level 3 - Winter
Level 4 - Fall

Program name
Domestic
4
3
0
0
4
3
0
0
14

Int'l
16
14
0
0
16
14
0
0
60

Tuition rates
level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

Domestic
1,271.49
1,271.49
1,271.49
1,271.49

Int'l
6,180.00
6,180.00
6,180.00
6,180.00

Domestic
1,772.00
1,772.00
1,772.00
1,772.00

Int'l
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Grant values

level 1
level 2
level 3
level 4

20
17
0
0
20
17
0
0
74

